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COMPARISONS

A comparative look
We recently visited nine central 
Ohio restaurants during the dinner 
hour to compare their noise levels 
to a handful of other sounds. 
While seated alone for 10 minutes, 
we used a simple iPhone application 
(the Real SPL Meter) to track the 
high and low decibel readings.
Here are our findings:

1. Barcelona, 263 E. Whittier St.
Music type: light, rhythmic

2. Cap City Fine Diner and Bar,
1299 Olentangy River Rd.
Music type: classic rock

3. Chipotle, 771 Bethel Rd.
Music type: ethnic, rhythmic

4. DeepWood, 511 N. High St.
Music type: classical, jazz

5. Dirty Frank’s Hot Dog Palace,
248 S. 4th St.
Music type: melodic

6. Northstar Cafe, 951 N. High St.
Music type: contemporary pop, rock

7. Piada Italian Street Food,
1315 W. Lane Ave.
Music type: contemporary

8. Winking Lizard, 1416 W. 5th Ave.
Music type: alternative rock

9. Worthington Inn, 649 High St.
Music type: smooth classical

THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Sources: Dispatch research, Center for
Hearing and Communication
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I don’t consider myself a
tree hugger, but I’ve long
been a tree lover.

As such, I’m feeling bereft.
The 10 ash trees that for

decades have graced my
Eastmoor neighborhood
yard are disappearing.

I’ll never see them again.
The trees, all dead or dy-

ing, are being removed by a
tree service.

Of course, I’ve read with
great interest and sadness
the many Dispatch stories
about the emerald ash
borer’s devastation in Ohio
and beyond.

The invasive insect, which
has been spreading through-
out the Buckeye State for
about 10 years, has claimed
tens of millions of ash trees
in the United States and
Canada.

This time, though, the
attack is personal.

Awaiting the removal was
akin to anticipating a life-
threatening operation: I
dreaded it.

In 1998, when I bought my
home on a secluded cul-de-
sac, I was attracted to it in
part by the large yard (ideal
for my energetic German
shepherd) and the 21 trees
that provided a refuge for
squirrels from Sunny (and,
later, Shade).

Through the years, several
trees — one or two at a time
— have required removal.
The thought of 10 going at
once, though, was a major
blow — to my heart as well
as my wallet.

The loss makes me appre-
ciate my seven remaining
trees all the more. 

But how will I (and those
dog-fearing squirrels) cope
with only four oaks, two
maples and a beech?

Maybe this sorrowful expe-
rience has a small silver
lining.

With more room in the
yard, I might finally plant 
the fruit trees I’ve always
wanted. 

Dispatch Theater Critic
Michael Grossberg took a
liking to the recent film The
Tree of Life.
mgrossberg@dispatch.com

With ashes
in ashes,

home won’t
be the same

Random Thoughts
Michael Grossberg

////////////////////////////

Random Thoughts is a weekly
forum in which Dispatch staff

members ponder whatever
strikes them at a given moment.

Increasingly loud music,
other NOISE a turnoff

for some restaurant-goers

On a busy Wednesday evening
at the Winking Lizard Tavern
on W. 5th Avenue, servers

whiz past dinner patrons chatting
over the rock and pop songs that fill
the bar and restaurant.

When a guitar-heavy alt-rock
number eases into its up-tempo
chorus, a couple that had been
talking comfortably lean in slightly
to hear each another.

“That seems to be the direction
that most of the folks we work with
are headed,” Brian Seitz, founder of
restaurant-design firm Ten Penny
Design, said of noisy, bustling
establishments.

Loud music akin to the Winking
Lizard’s isn’t uncommon in central 

Dining
amid the din

By Jim Ryan
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

See Din Page E5
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Peanuts CHARLES M. SCHULZ

B.C. MASTROIANNI & HART

Hagar the Horrible CHRIS BROWNE

Hi & Lois BRIAN WALKER, GREG WALKER & CHANCE BROWNE

Marvin TOM ARMSTRONG

Pearls Before Swine STEPHAN PASTIS

Zits JERRY SCOTT & JIM BORGMAN

Ohio — and, in fact,
seems almost a given at
such laid-back establish-
ments. 

Yet some patrons
worry that, in some
cases, the noise has
become excessive and
that more-upscale
restaurants in the area
are following suit. 

According to a 2013
nationwide Zagat survey,
restaurant noise ranked
second — poor service
was No. 1 — among
customer complaints.
Nineteen percent of
diners said noise and
crowds irritated them
most while eating out —
a 7 percent increase
from that of six years
ago.

Bexley resident
Rhonda Edwards, 52,
said that, depending on
the venue, she has
varying degrees of toler-
ance for such noise.

“You notice it when it’s
loud,” she said. “But, on
the other hand, there’s
certain restaurants
where I love the music
and find it a pleasure to
go there.”

In a bar or burger
joint, Edwards said, she
doesn’t mind a bit of
extra clamor; at a fine-
dining restaurant, how-
ever, she wants to talk
with husband Jim in an
“inside” voice.

The inability to do so
comfortably, Edwards
said, has sometimes
prompted her to cut
meals short.

Others, too, have had
such experiences.

Travis Wolf, 18, said a
quiet sit-down dinner
gives him a chance to
detach himself from the
hyper-connectedness of
everyday life — so the
right blend of back-
ground noise and intim-
acy is important to him

during a night out.
“My preference is

having a lot of people in
the background but
never a strain” to hear,
said Wolf, of New
Albany.

The uptick in noise
complaints might be
attributable in part to
current trends in restau-
rant design: bare tables,
hardwood floors and
high ceilings — all
features that bounce
sound rather than
absorb it.

In addition, the emer-
gence of open-kitchen
layouts has prompted
restaurants to turn up
the volume of music to
drown out the sound of
equipment, said Jarrod
Clabaugh, spokesman
for the Ohio Restaurant
Association.

Some of the noise
might also be inten-
tional: Studies suggest
that loud music prompts
patrons to eat faster and
drink more. The more
that patrons eat and
drink and the quicker
that restaurants turn
over tables, the greater
the potential profit for
the businesses.

Restaurant owners
mentioned two basic
approaches to music
level.

Representing one
approach is Barcelona,
where owner Scott
Heimlich prefers to keep
music at a moderate
volume all day, allowing
customer conversation
to determine the din.

Others, based on time
of day and restaurant
activity, adjust the music
to fit the mood they
want to establish — a
tactic employed by 101
Beer Kitchen co-owner
Jessica Kittrell.

With her husband,
Thad, the 31-year-old
Kittrell opened 101
Beer Kitchen in October
in the former Hoggy’s
Restaurant on

Sawmill Road.
Yet, when crowded

with customers, the
place — filled with more
hard surfaces than
absorbing materials —
proved to be overly
noisy, the couple quickly
learned.

The wait staff and
bartenders struggled to
communicate, cus-
tomers complained and
the review site Yelp listed
a couple of negative
remarks about the topic.

Kittrell is seeking cost
estimates for sound-
dampening paneling for
the ceiling in hopes of
turning down the
volume without com-
promising the restaurant
image.

“We like the metal,
and we like the glass,”
she said. “We want it to
look pretty and sound
good, too.”

Zach Simpson, a 
20-year-old Ohio State
University student,
figures that restaurant
noise contributes to a
“bad experience” about
a fourth of the time that
he dines out.

He doesn’t mind loud
background noise when
dining with friends on a
weekend but said it “can
be a turnoff” while on a
date or looking for a
more-relaxed weekday
meal.

The restaurant
association’s Clabaugh
said other customers,
too, become discouraged
when a restaurant’s
ambience doesn’t meet
their expectations.

At the same time,
though, an upbeat
atmosphere might
compel some people to
step inside and pick up a
menu, he said.

“I think it’s exciting
when you go into a
restaurant and the music
is louder. It builds antici-
pation for the meal.”

jryan@dispatch.com
@Jimryan015
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‘Guns’ shoots to top
2 Guns was No. 1 at

the weekend box office. 
Estimated ticket sales

for Friday through
yesterday at U.S. and
Canadian theaters,
according to Holly-
wood.com:

1. 2 Guns,
$27.4 million 

2. The Wolverine,
$21.7 million 

3. The Smurfs 2, 
$18.2 million 

4. The Conjuring,
$13.7 million 

5. Despicable Me 2,
$10.4 million

Rowling tops again
J.K. Rowling still has

the magic. As she did
back in the “Harry Pot-
ter” days, the British
writer has landed atop
two best-seller lists.

The Casual Vacancy,
her first novel for adults
(published in Septem-
ber), is No. 1 on the
Washington Post paper-
back fiction list. The
Cuckoo’s Calling, her first
crime novel, published
under the pseudonym
Robert Galbraith, is No. 1
on the hardback fiction
list.

The Cuckoo’s Calling
attracted little attention
when it was released in
April, but demand spiked
when word of Rowling’s
authorship was leaked. 

‘Fargo’ to be TV series
Filmmaking brothers

Joel and Ethan Coen will
adapt their 1996 film
Fargo into a series for the
FX network this spring,
with actor Billy Bob
Thornton in the lead
role.

The black comedy of
crime in a rural Mid-
western town has in-
spired a 10-episode
miniseries.

Home show renewed
Bravo has renewed

Million Dollar Listing
New York for a third
season, Broadcasting &
Cable reports.

Wednesday’s finale of
the show’s second sea-
son drew 1.6 million total
viewers and 829,000
adults ages 18 to 49, both
series highs. 

— From wire reports
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